CASE SUMMARIES – LETTER OF INTRODUCTION
Philip Savage, PhD (b.12/30/1953) is the Celtic cultural and spiritual leader of Brittany (France), author of The Warshal
and Journey into the Absolute Elsewhere, Father of the science of Subliminal Influentiality, and inspiration for the
American non-profit corporation, Catharsis: Biognostic Unit of Geonoetics. He is renowned in Europe and the U.S. as,
1) “The Unbelievable Healer” (TF1) – the Real Deal, 2) Founder of a Subliminal Science and Technology whose time has
come, 3) Eco-humanitarian champion of the Global Green movement, 4) Teacher of non-separability and bio-unity that
can be proven by laboratory experiments, and 5) Originator of the most powerful non-lethal weapons system that
Governments can use for private, national and international security, Citizens can use to create and safeguard
democracy, Groups can use to save the Earth, rescue the children and serve Life and Justice in the world.
1. Known on European TV as “the Unbelievable Healer” (TF1), Philip Savage (Gwezh) can prove to anyone and on
camera that he is the “Real Deal.” A scientist and unique world teacher with subliminal mind powers capable of
making people, animals and all living entities “change” in extraordinary and dramatic ways, Dr. Savage’s three
primary modes of processing include: 1) Healthening (Healing) Mode whereby consultants don’t die of cancer,
AIDS, auto-immune disease, stroke or high blood pressure, victims of severe 3rd degree burns recover and heal
within days or weeks with no need for grafting, patients suffering from herpes zoster (shingles) and other viruses
experience “overnight” relief. 2) Enhancement Mode whereby healthy human and animal consultants are
boosted to unheard-of optimum levels of energy, productivity and happiness. 3) Removal Mode where fear, guilt,
shame and pain are removed from consultants’ lives by mysterious “shifting” into other planes of reality, clients
and their families are protected from harm by “removing” troublesome, threatening, and destructive persons and
elements from the client’s space, and adversaries and opponents (i.e. in court cases, business dealings,
government security, family issues, etc.) are “rendered harmless” according to the clients’ agenda.
2. Founder of the science and technology of Subliminal Influentiality, Philip Savage uses his expertise in
criminology and microbiology to prove the extraordinary efficacy and usefulness of his technology of Subliminal
Distant Influentiality (SDI) on thousands of humans and animals. The documented effect of using his Subliminal
technology is that people (subjects) exposed to his processing are driven to do unconsciously things they
otherwise would not do (i.e. recover from terminal cancer) or are driven unconsciously not to do things that they
otherwise would do (i.e. not start a war.) After more than 30 years of testing, the potential uses of SDI (a fullspectrum non-lethal weapons system) in the fields of politics, crime prevention, health, business, and national
and international security are unlimited and of ultimate value. Scientific testing results prove Dr. Savage’s ability
to influence humans and animals, as well as cells in laboratory cultures: 1) Double-Blind empirical studies on 3rd
degree burn victims and persons suffering from herpes zoster (Shingles). 2) Case histories and testimonies of
over 50,000 humans and animals in Europe and the US. 3) Government laboratory research in Europe
documenting extraordinary effects on a wide variety of bacteria and virus. 4) Ground-breaking research
designed for the treatment of cancer and AIDS cells cultures, where unhealthy laboratory cells are “forced to
heal” – (i.e. cancer cells become “normal” and AIDS cells become “healthy”), thereby proving that cells have
consciousness (meaning that cells respond to the “influence” of another’s consciousness to do what they
normally would not do). Philip Savage has been given the unique gift (powers) to demonstrate these facts of the
biological universe to scientists, observers and reporters, anywhere and anytime, in any laboratory, university or
research institute, under the strictest methodological scrutiny, with 100% reliability (i.e. to believers and nonbelievers alike, scientists, skeptics, government officials, police investigators, reporters, clergy, laypersons,
babies, animals and plants), in private and on TV.
3. For decades Philip Savage has been an Eco-Humanitarian champion (the “Green Noah” to his Jewish
collaborators), spending his entire life protecting endangered species of all kinds. Specifically he is able to use
his subliminal technology to help the Global Green movement by, 1) empowering ecology activists to accomplish
their particular Life-saving projects, 2) targeting opponents of Life and Justice to retire from the field, “disappear”
or reverse their destructive positions, 3) removing the harmful and threatening effects of attacks on living entities
– animal, vegetal, human and earth – by “shifting” those entities into another “healthy” dimension to replace the
damages, 4) supporting those in power to build ecologically-integrated structures to replace the crumbling
destructive structures that annihilate the planet and threaten all Life on it, and 5) most importantly, building the
Sapiential Bio-Institute (SBI) and first IMAGO machine urgently needed to raise human consciousness quickly.
4. Philip Savage Teaches Non-Separability and Bio-Unity that he can Prove in double-blind controlled laboratory
tests. The basic theory is that ALL Life is interconnected at the level of consciousness (i.e. psycho-continuum,
morphogenic fields, superconscious states, etc.). This means that “all Life” is actually One Life which includes all

entities (all of which are “conscious”). His experiments demonstrate, in laboratory tests on burns, cancer and
AIDS cells cultures, Philip Savage’s unique ability to “influence” (i.e. force) unhealthy cells to “heal” (i.e. become
healthy and not diseased), so that scientists anywhere can replicate the tests and see with their own eyes (and
as many times as they need to be convinced) that those cells have “consciousness” (e.g. cells able to be
“influenced” by mind power alone). For the first time in scientific history, we would be able to prove with concrete
incontrovertible, VISIBLE and replicable EVIDENCE that forms of life (i.e. cells) we previously thought to be
without consciousness, and thereby thought to be “separate” from “us,” are in reality “conscious” entities and are
connected to us. The goal of proving this higher “Biognostic” knowledge will eventually change the way people
treat forms of life previously thought to be separate, distinct, alien or inferior to humans (i.e. animals, trees,
whales, wolves, cells, virus, bacteria, and “earth”). Such PROOF of the inseparability of all Life – for the first time
in human history - is necessary to achieve any real peace, security, harmony, love, survival on this planet, all of
which require humans of higher consciousness (knowledge, wisdom and intention).
5. Dr. Savage provides the most powerful and efficient full-spectrum non-lethal “weapons system” on Earth, his
mind power INFLUENCE technology, Subliminal Distant Influentiality (SDI), that, 1) Governments can use for
private national and international security by targeting and removing harmful and threatening elements to
nations and peoples (for example. to neutralize terrorists, bio-terrorists, criminals, dictators, and foreign foes)
and MOST importantly by making any subject tell the truth (i.e. criminals, material witnesses, corrupt politicians
and corporate executives, etc.). 2) Citizens can use SDI to create and safeguard democracy – i.e. fight tyranny,
by employing the subliminal technology to whatever agenda they propose in order to protect democratic
institutions and remove tyrannical threats to freedom. 3) Social, political, environmental groups can use SDI to
save the Earth, rescue the children (ourselves), and serve Life and Justice by using SDI to protect the Earth,
support Life on the planet, rescue the children from suffering and death, “restore” endangered and extinct
species, and most importantly to ensure the survival of a future human race, by building the first IMAGO
Transmutational Pyramid designed to raise human consciousness globally and quickly.
Writing prophetically in his1999 book, “Journey into the Absolute Elsewhere,” Philip Savage warns:

“If dramatic changes within human consciousness do not occur soon, the continuation of life on our planet looks
quite improbable. Our main purpose is to assist Geo-Immune reactions to come, in the Earth’s struggle for her
own most immediate survival…. Our philosophy is a philosophy of Bio-Unity that places our living Earth at the
very center of every commitment and action, that puts Life at the highest plane, and that reveres Bio-Justice as
the elevated Divine expression that one can access during one’s physical journey….
“I am ready to delegate part of my “powers” in the field of subliminal influence to some special students in order
to force segments of people and their political leaders into dramatic changes, for them to align their ecobehavioral patterns toward positive Bio-consciousness. The entire ancient Egyptian spirituality and all medieval
alchemists, to name a few, were oriented toward the emergence of some highly subliminal, “collective psyche”
which they called “Ka” or “Egregore” respectively…. We have to start creating, right now, our own subliminal
super “collective bio-psyche” if we really want to impact human consciousness toward Earth Recovery…. If we
are so able to repair the functioning of those cells back to healthy criteria of bio-normalcy, it will also bring some
hope on how to reintegrate man (deviant cell of the living planetary organism) back to his original homeostatic
niche within the Earth’s most essential vital equilibria….
“When people’s health or survival is directly on the front line and when you can offer them a much better solution
than any other option they have previously tried, there is a good chance that they will eventually listen…. The
basic idea is to renormalize human consultants… with the end result of bringing their most essential homeostatic
functions back to a health condition of psycho-behavioral normalcy.”
The following Letters, Testimonies, Case Summaries and Burn Reports document some of the most remarkable effects
of Dr. Philip Savage’s Subliminal Distant Influence (SDI) processing. Such results are unprecedented in the fields of
health and medicine. That is because no one else can do what he does or train students to do what they do, to help so
many people all over the world. That means, it’s up to us to use him and SDI. These people did, so can you.
HERE ARE THEIR STORIES:

CASE SUMMARIES OF PHILIP SAVAGE’S SDI PROCESSING
ACCIDENTS, INJURIES:
•

CAR CRASH – BROKEN NECK. Tad Dodge broke his neck in a near-fatal car crash when a large Jeep SUV
going 40mph slammed into his small Nissan, spinning it across the intersection and into a light pole, pinning Tad
inside. The police commented he was surprised Tad wasn’t mashed potatoes. His neurosurgeon told him he
had the same C2 break as Christopher Reeve, who was a quadriplegic until he died several years later. The
doctor also told Tad that “Nobody comes out of an accident like that without multiple facial fractures, skull

fractures, torn tendons, brain bleeding (if not permanent brain damage), and chest cavity injuries, and that
he was pleased to report that I had none of the above.” Instead, Tad received immediate SDI processing by

Philip Savage within 6 minutes of the accident and as a result suffered no pain, was walking the first day, and
was out of the hospital the next day, He was back to work in a week and had full range of motion in less than a
month. Tad said not only did he not die, he didn’t even lose consciousness. The nurses and EMTs were
dumbfounded that he refused pain medicine and he never needed any therapy for the neck. This case is fully
documented by police reports and University of California medical personnel. (www.PSproof.com)
•

BIKE CRASH – BROKEN NOSE. Two years after breaking his neck in a car crash, Tad Dodge was riding his
bike home from work with a heavy pack on his back, when suddenly he fell head-first off the bike and smashed
his face on the cement, breaking his nose and hand. The face and nose being DIRECTLY in front of the neck,
the risk of crippling, life-threatening wounds were certain. ALL the doctors and physical therapists Tad had seen
two years earlier repeatedly warned him to be VERY careful about stepping off a curb... meaning that one wrong
move and he could be dead or in a wheelchair for the rest of his life. Still on the ground, Tad called immediately
Philip Savage’s team and asked for help. He then reports, “I walked away from this bike crash with no pain, not

even the slightest twinge in my neck, got X-rays of my face, neck and hand taken at a local lab and went to work
the next morning. Two weeks later, I took the X-rays from this accident to my former neurosurgeon to find out
what might have happened to my neck. Dr. Khoo was shocked and amazed at the new X-rays, saying that
NOTHING, absolutely NOTHING had happened to my old broken neck... which he said had healed up perfectly
then... and was STILL in perfect shape even after I had just smashed my face and broken my nose! He said the
joint spacing was right, there was no tightness of tendons, my range of motion was great, and if he weren’t my
neurosurgeon from before, he wouldn’t even know from the current X-ray that my neck had ever been broken.
And that was amazing.” This case is also fully documented by lab reports and medical personnel) PSproof.com.
•

CHILD INJURY: Report from a client of Philip Savage: “Before my friend went to see Philip, she was visiting me

with her two children, a nine-year old boy who had Autism and a three-year old girl. The children were playing
when the little girl fell and smashed her nose. She came running to her mother screaming. The bridge of her
nose was flattened. I had been to see Philip just six weeks before this and so I did what [“processing”] Philip said
to do and within a minute of the accident, the child was jumping down from her mother's lap saying, ‘The pain
has gone mummy’ and went running off to play again. This was the most amazing miracle I have ever seen, and
of course for my friend also, who then went about arranging to go and see Philip.”

DRUGS, ALCOHOL, VIOLENCE, SEX ADDICTIONS: These cases are typical of many people Dr. Savage has taken
care of over the years, people who go to him for various reasons, yet also have drug, alcohol, violence or sex addictions.
As a “side-effect” of their treatments, these clients (and relatives of these people) become free of their addictions, leaving
their first appointment with a new-found power and control.
•

Christian Forlani, the brother of Hollywood actress Claire Forlani, was a violent drug and alcohol addict for 20
years. After seeing Philip Savage once in 2005, he has been drug-free ever since. His “rehab” was “without
rehab,” in other words, painless, no withdrawals, and immediate. Christian reports,”The afternoon I walked out of

Philip’s office, I wept with relief, I sat and meditated, and I went for a walk in unfamiliar mountains and I was
navigating and doing physical movements better than I have ever done, I was green to the whole situation.
There was no pain, just, a blessed relief from a huge painful burden and habit which I had, that I no longer
have.” This case is documented in the award-winning film, RUSH.
•

Ken: Another drug addiction case with immediate results was a man who was ruining his family life with his
drinking. His wife asked for help and soon reported: “The very first effect we found after I formalized my proposal

with Philip Savage was a clear and decisive strike against my husband’s undesirable habit of drinking beer on
the weekend. Philip told me my husband would only want to put healthy foods into his body. If he tried to do
otherwise, his body would reject it. Sure enough, the next night when my husband tried to drink a beer, on each
swallow he gagged and had to spit it out!” Shocked, yet knowing about Dr. Savage (who had helped their dog

recover from cancer), the husband looked up and asked the (smiling) wife, “Did Philip have anything to do with
this?” The wife nodded happily and the husband acknowledged it’s time to quit. Family harmony quickly ensued
that included their child and the grandmother who was living with the family.
•

Drug DEALERS also change (immediately): Rachel was a disheveled, constantly agitated drug dealer before
seeing Philip. One year later, she had grown in stature physically and emotionally, was centered and calm and
clear in her expression and presence. One friend reported: ”Amazing things have also happened to all the

people I know who have gone to see Philip. My friend Rachel was a drug dealer, of all sorts of drugs. Never
smelt clean, like she never washed, really bad dirty body odour. Black fingernails from a build-up of dirt. Was
smoking pot from the time of waking to the time of sleeping, every day. Chose boyfriends who mistreated her.
Very secretive about herself. Illusive scruffy, dirty appearance. Walked with a hunch back. Very tense in her
posture. After Rachel saw Philip, she was walking upright. Clean and tidy appearance. Clean beautiful
fingernails. More womanly appearance in her structure, posture and portrayal of herself. Beautiful long curly,
clean flowing hair. Bright eyes, bright smile. Smells clean and fresh. Taking a lot more care about her
appearance. More confident about what she wants from life. Wants a normal family life. No longer taking or
selling drugs, of any sort. Working taking care of the elderly in their homes. She is feeling happy at her future
prospects on a personal level and completely out of abusive relationships with boyfriends.”

ABUSE (SEXUAL, PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL) SUFFERED IN CHILDHOOD: Dr. Savage has taken care of hundreds of
adults who were sexually abused as children and consequently suffered terribly from these damages in their adult lives.
The few cases that are documented on www.PSproof.com, represent hundreds of lives that were changed “overnight”
when these people received Philip’s “processing” either in person or from a distance. Child sexual abuse is a major
cause of adult depression, violence, anger, hatred, guilt, shame, lack of self-worth, fear, failure and crime. Statistically,
the prevalence of child sexual abuse worldwide (including all western countries) is horrific. To date, there is no evidence
of successful treatment for victims of this global human degradation. The unprecedented and immediate results of Dr.
Savage’s “processing” in child sexual abuse cases is the only known “treatment” to remove the cause of these people’s
life-long suffering and societies’ shameful travesty.
•

Toni Bourke was 67, a successful government employee, married with four sons, several grandchildren and a
new home, when she asked Philip for help. She had been sexually abused by a neighbor when she was 7 and 8
years old and had lived with that pain and trauma her whole life. After one appointment with Dr. Savage, using
SDI from a distance, Toni had this to say: “AMAZING! And he’s ocean’s away from me. I knew it was him – it felt

like meditation. Heard a ringing and then my name, my full name [Antoinette] that no one ever uses. Felt tingling
all over. Then fell asleep. I awoke to find: No more sore throat, coughing, allergies – all gone. Heart fluttering like
a butterfly. My eyes are clear and healthy looking and the chronic pain in my knees from a car accident three
years ago is completely gone. I’ve been poking them, trying to make them hurt, and they don’t hurt anymore.” A
few days later, Toni reported that everything continues to get better, increased range of motion in neck, highly
increased ability to handle duties and stress at home and work. She said she feels a dramatically different
happiness that shows in her face and voice to everyone she meets and concluded that, “I didn’t realize what a

huge painful burden it was and how much it had been dragging me down until Philip took care of me and it was
gone. Tell people he’s a bargain!” (Toni B., report in video documentary Catharsis on www.PSproof.com)
•

AJ: One of the most horrific cases of child sexual abuse that Dr. Savage took care of is recounted by friends of
the abused victim: “AJ was my friend for 5 years. She had been raped virtually every year since she was a baby.

Throughout her 28 years she used many drugs and alcohol, had two children with different fathers, and was
continually in and out of unsuccessful relationships. She walked pigeon-toed and had a stoop. After seeing
Philip, I saw her walking tall, purposeful and upright. Her feet were no long pointing inwards. She looked pure,
bright and youthful. She was absolutely glowing. Her first comment was, ‘it never happened’”. It was obvious that
Philip had removed all the pain and suffering of all those years of horror.” Another friend reports about AJ: “A
friend of mine suffered a life of sexual abuse and rape since she was a baby. Her physical posture and verbal
expression revealed deep perturbations; it was clear she was deeply traumatized. After seeing Philip Savage,
she could stand straight and proud, a liberated woman, declaring ‘none of it ever happened’”.
•

Mother: Another client who personally received such dramatic positive results in her own health situation from
one meeting with Dr. Savage, thanked him for her life, adding: “And yes, for my children’s lives also, both of

whose miraculous stories will follow shortly after my own.” In her next report, this woman wrote: “I am so
grateful, and I came back and I grabbed my kids and I took them, my daughter was suffering with some
emotional trauma from sexual abuse as a young girl and it had wrecked her health and she had lost her passion
which was dancing. After one visit with Philip she came back and is not suicidal. She found her passion again so
it brought the joy back for her and her dancing and she just made it on the international dance team, so I mean,
I’m so thankful.”

•

Jeremy Newman was sexually abused by a relative when he was 7 years old, and consequently led a daredevil
life of drugs, weapons, depression and suicidal tendencies. When he first heard about Philip Savage from
several people who had experienced life-changing results, Jeremy jumped at the chance to meet Dr. Savage in
person. His story is remarkable and fully reported on www.PSproof.com. “If you were to look at my life from the

outside, it might appear "pretty together". International motivational speaker, World Class triathlete, personal
trainer to the stars and successful entrepreneur. On the outside I appeared "together", successful and
happy. On the inside, I was unfocused, damaged and scared. Having lost my father at 2 years old to suicide and
spending a large part of my child and young adulthood being abused both sexually and physically, I used drugs
and alcohol to numb the pain. It would be safe to say that I was miserable. Then, at 29, when skydiving had
become my latest "thrill," I suddenly hit the ground at 100 mph in a terrible accident, which was, looking back,
an unconscious suicide attempt. The abuse I sustained as a child and the damage it caused were at the roots of
my accident, and although I survived, so did the pain. I heard about Philip Sauvage from a colleague who
introduced me to one of Philip's clients. She had also been sexually abused as a child. I called, made an
appointment and was soon on my way to meet Philip. Though he never laid his hands on me, it felt as though he
was touching me from the “inside.” Afterwards, alone and awake, I began to experience an incredible sense of
freedom – freedom from pain! All of it – completely relieved. Freedom from the nightmare of my childhood trauma
– gone! That freedom has stayed with me ever since -- I AM FREE, truly FREE from the darkness that used to
grow inside of me like a flesh-eating disease, since I was a very small child. Since I have returned from seeing
Philip, my friends say I'm shining -- literally glowing -- with a new happiness and energy. They say I'm focused
(not scattered anymore!) They're astounded! What’s clear to me is that all the undercurrents of my suicidal
tendencies – in behavior, thought and inclinations – are simply gone.”
ANIMAL HEALTH CRISES: Dr. Savage has taken care of thousands of animals over the course of his life-long career,
including pets, farm animals, animals in the zoo, in the wild, and extinct species. In addition, he has trained special
students to also take care of animals as he does.
HORSE – CRIPPLED WITH ARTHRITIS. Paddy, the 19-year-old Irish Cob crippled with arthritis for three years, is
one of the most famous cases of restoring animal health. After one five-minute SDI “treatment” (from a distance),
Paddy the horse was RUNNING around the field, pain-free, chasing his friend Dolly, a one-year-old filly, who he had
previously been unable to even walk around with. Eyewitness accounts by a vet, a biologist, several farriers and
horse owners confirm the remarkable results documented on the first, in the world, videos taken after Paddy’s SDI
“processing.” One undisputed fact is that NO ONE else in the world has videos like these before-and-after videos of
Paddy, since no one else in the world can do what Philip Savage can do, including produce unprecedented results
on camera any time for anyone. See www.PSproof.com and RUSH movie. Several of the eyewitness accounts
below:
•

“My name is Stella Conner, BSc, I am a retired biologist. I have witnessed miraculous changes in Paddy, whom I
have known for many years. On seeing him before his treatment, he was crippled with pain and it was really hard
to watch him being made to exercise. As long as I have known him, he has severely itchy skin, which he
constantly tried to scratch. When I saw him after his treatment, he was keen, moving normally, with soundness
and suppleness and has beautiful new skin and coat, also the new growth of a bushy mane and tail. His eyes
are bright and his manner upbeat, able to work hard and fast for a long period. Just unbelievable!”

•

“My name is Arthur Bell, Dip. WCF. I have been a farrier for the past seven years. I am astounded at what I have
seen – I have witnessed Paddy deteriorate over the years I have driven past his field, often surprised to see him
still alive. He would stand, shoulders slumped, head hanging down, not wanting to move. I also observed that his
body was balding and scabby with his mane and tail mostly gone. On seeing him after his treatment, he appears
keen, energetic, vital and moving totally soundly. He looks wonderfully well and has soft supple skin, covered
with thick coat where it used to be bald and has new mane and tail. Having watched him trot and canter, and
seen him ridden, I can say that he is certainly no longer lame! I’ve never seen anything like this. Amazing!”
“My name is Pippa Moorhouse. I am a jockey and horse trainer and work in a large training yard in Cornwall U.K.
I also have my own horses for many years. I am totally amazed at what has happened to Paddy. When I saw
him before his treatment, he was crippled with pain. As soon as I saw the way he was standing I could tell that
he was not capable of any normal movement. Each leg was lame and the joints in his body were stiff. His knees
were swollen, neck hunched up tight, his shoulders drooping and his back swayed. He was suffering terribly
from chronic itching of the skin. I couldn’t believe that it could have happened, but when I saw him afterwards he
was moving keenly and soundly, with amazing energy. His coat, mane and tail look great – I’ve never seen a
recovery like this. He exercised willingly in the field for a long time, seeming to enjoy himself enormously –
absolutely incredible is all I can say!! And I’m telling everybody. All my friends need to hear about this!”

DOGS – CANCER
• “I solicited the help of Philip Savage for my dog, Princess, who was dying of two cancerous tumors and what the

veterinarian diagnosed as Cushings disease. Visible signs of deterioration since a seizure in August, four
months earlier, included severe panting, weakness, and excessive water drinking. Throughout the course of the
following five weeks, my dog’s life was saved. Week 1: panting down 70%, staying awake later at night, laying in
upright position rather than on side, playing hide and seek, running outside, caught a bird (which I was able to let
go!). Week 2: chasing the cats again, no panting, able to climb up on bed and chair again, normal water intake.
Week 3: a cyst the size of a grapefruit on her side near the stomach has reduced to the size of a golf ball. Week
4: running in lower yard down hillside, overall increase in cognitive understanding, rolls on back like a puppy.
Blood test show a substantial decrease to lower end liver function. Princess is happy again.”

HIV/AIDS:
• Buz Crump suffered from AIDS/HIV for 10 years, telling no one including his mother and many sisters, all who
lived in the same town. After seeing Dr. Savage once in June 2004, Mr. Crump's viral load suddenly
dropped from 37,000 copies to less than 50, without any change in medication or diet. Mr. Crump’s medical
doctor states, “There is in my understanding no medical explanation to explain why Buz Crump’s viral load had

such a dramatic decline from an average of 37,000 copies to a test result of less than 50 copies in August 2004.”
These results continue to today, 14 years later when Mr. Crump has made an entirely new life for himself after
life-saving help from Dr Savage. (See www.PSproof.com, AIDS page).

•

Cesar Trevino also asked Philip Savage for help when it became clear he would soon be dead from AIDS, as his
wife had recently died from the disease. Results of Trevino’s case were publicly reported years later and can be
read in Dr. Savage’s book, Journey: "Immediately, his health underwent an absolute quantum leap. I will not

enter into the details of this subject's medical file, but the fact that seven years later Cesar Trevino is still alive
and outrageously healthy, speaks for itself, very especially when one realizes that he never changed his
‘abominable’ lifestyle’".

GENETIC ENGINEERING:
• CYSTIC FIBROSIS: One case of genetic engineering was reported on a French national television show, TF1,
when Dr. Savage took care of the baby of a pregnant woman that was diagnosed with Cystic Fibrosis, an
incurable genetic disease. The child was subsequently born perfectly normal and the hereditary anomaly had
also been corrected within the mother. The mother, Valerie, and the baby appeared on several television shows
featuring the work of Philip Savage in France. (See Videos page of PSproof.com)
•

DNA REPLACEMENT: Another case of genetic engineering is the son of a woman who went to Dr. Savage for
help for herself and her troubled 8-year old son. In order to quickly and permanently resolve the traumatic
situation, Dr. Savage replaced the child’s DNA (of the deceased father who died after a short life of drugs,
assault and crime.) Afterwards, the mother reported: “Since my meeting with Philip Savage, just a few months

ago, my whole life has taken on a whole new meaning and a complete turn-around… for the better. All my
WORRIES, all my FEARS and STRESS have just melted and floated away from me… and left me with a new
sense of INNER PEACE, JOY and a CONFIDENT POSITIVE attitude, full of new vitality. Also, my 8-year-old
son who met Philip has responded equally well. What a blessing this has been!!! No more tantrums, no more
physical aggression! What a transformation! We are so much happier… in perfect harmony with each other. We
both feel safe and protected. We have been rebalanced and enhanced… and much, much more. This is just so
fantastic, and I feel so privileged… and very, very lucky! I am so grateful.” These results were astounding

(including the noticeable physical changes in the boy’s appearance), and have increased over the past 13 years,
where the young man is now excelling at University, calm, confident and a genius in computer coding.
CANCER: Dr. Savage has taken care of many people diagnosed with cancer, including children (and animals), at all
stages of advancement, including what medical doctors said would be the last weekend of their life. The following are
just a few examples:
• Danielle’s medical doctor reports that after Philip Savage processed a two-year-old girl diagnosed with lung
cancer, she no longer needed chemotherapy, and one year later the child was still cancer free.
•

Marguerite, aged 68 with breast cancer, refused radiation, sought out Philip Savage who processed her four
times over five months. She became completely well with no cancer symptoms.

•

Melanie, in her late 50’s, suffered ovarian cancer and a year of chemotherapy until she was bedridden, weighing
80 pounds, and her doctors told her there was nothing more they could do for her. Her husband found Philip
Savage, who took care of this woman on what would normally have been her last weekend, and the very next

day, this woman was out of bed, hungry, wanting to cook her own breakfast. She steadily improved to
everyone’s amazement.
•

Bob, a middle-aged Silicon Valley computer engineer, was awaiting a stem-cell transplant for brain cancer, when
his friend (a San Francisco medical doctor) told him about Philip Savage. Immediately after seeing Philip the first
time, this man was bursting with energy, eager to meet everyone else for dinner, and never suffered any more
symptoms of the disease he was diagnosed with. In fact, this man’s gratitude brought him back many times in
the following 6 months to see and help Philip, which resulted in being invited to Dr. Savage’s special “wilderness
sanctuary” in Greenland, where this man was climbing mountains, fishing in icy water and “camping out” in what
can only be called, survival conditions, less than 6 months after seeing Philip Savage for the first time.

•

Janet, a young married woman with one young daughter, was suffering a return case of breast cancer when her
husband’s friend told them about Philip Savage. After the first time they came to see Philip, Janet reported that
all her symptoms were gone, she had tremendous energy, and felt happier than she had in her whole life. Janet
and her husband continued to meet and help Philip as much as they could, during which time they reported that
their daughter (and Janet’s mother) were both doing so much better in their family relationships and the daughter
in her school. When Janet’s husband subsequently burned himself severely one day, falling on the exhaust of a
lawnmower, Janet called Philip for help and her husband experienced immediate removal of pain and the rapid
elimination of any marks from the burn injury.

•

Mrs. S. writes about her husband’s amazing recovery: “Last October, Philip Savage saved my husband’s life. He

•

Rose, an older married woman with several grown children, suffered symptoms of breast cancer for several
years until she felt she would have to undergo medical surgery which she didn’t want to do. A friend told her
about Philip Savage, who she went to see as soon as she could, bringing with her several of her friends who
were also suffering from diagnosed diseases. Rose experienced a complete transformation in her health and her
overall well-being (as did her friends), including a remarkable positive change in her marriage (and other family
relationships), eventually resulting in her husband also going to see Philip for his own “reset.”

was dying of a brain tumor and bone cancer. He only had 3 weeks to live. Philip changed it around and now he
is living a normal life again. We are most grateful to Philip for Sam’s life.” Their teenage sons wrote notes to
Philip Savage the same weekend: “I can’t believe the difference in my father. His life energy has increased
tenfold. I can just feel the difference in him. It’s hard for me to write in words how I feel inside. I really appreciate
everything you have done, and I hope everything works out for the best. Your friend….” And their younger
teenage son wrote: “Dear Philip, My name is…, I am Sam’s son. I just want to thank you for what you have done
for my father. You are welcome in my home anytime, I read your case and you sound like a real humble man.
Please accept my donation. I know it isn’t a lot, but it is all I can contribute at the time. Think of it as a token of
my appreciation. Thank you….”

ASTHMA, EMPHAZEMA, COPD
• Asthma: This eleven-year old boy was sick his whole life with asthma, allergies and weakness. His father taught
him all kinds of athletics, which by age eleven he could only struggle to attempt, causing real difficulties with
their relationship. The boy tried to please his father and couldn’t anymore. When his mother heard about Dr.
Savage, she rushed to see him and was immediately relieved of all her own debilitating symptoms. Then she
rushed to bring her son to get help. Minutes after seeing Dr. Savage, this boy was sitting outside the office,
talking with a friend, who asked him how it went. The boy talked about his great conversation with Philip and
then said, “It’s gone.” When the friend asked what was gone, the boy said, “My asthma.” Startled, the friend
asked, “How do you know that?”” “Because I can breathe!”, the boy answered. That evening and the following
few days, this child never had any difficulty breathing, was running around and fully enjoying all the activities of
their trip. His enthusiasm, humor and overall attitude was like night to day; he was shining, happy and energetic
the entire time. When they returned home, his mother reported that her son, who had been sick from the day he
was born, was now, “On top of the world with his health and his sports and not sick even one day, and we were

all sick every day. It’s amazing!”

•

Emphyzema, Bronchitis, COPD: Michael was coughing constantly, could not sleep lying down, was doubled
over with back pain, walked slowly with great difficulty, could not work anymore and was on disability for years.
After seeing Dr. Savage one time (along with his wife), he writes: “Pat and I have arrived home safe and sound -

a perfect ending to a very delightful experience with you. Words seem horribly deficient to describe this definite
life changing moment…. And my appreciation of your talents. Nevertheless, the best that can be done is a very
heartfelt ‘Thank You’ for all you have done for myself and above all for Pat. She is still aglow, a changed woman

forever…. As for myself. The back pain is gone. I am now able to, for the first time in almost 10 years, sleep
laying down with good quality rest – what a blessing that is.”
CANDIDA
• Rosie had suffered from Candida her whole life and although she developed a routine of “living with it,” she knew
she was missing her real life. When she called Philip for help, she stated “I want my brain back.” After seeing Dr.
Savage once, Rosie was ecstatic to document her results: “I went to see Philip because I was sick, had always

been so. All my life I had suffered from candida, which made me unresponsive and distant with deadened
senses, and had tried everything that I came across to try and fix it. As my family have always told me, it’s like I
was on another planet, like a misfit. I was debilitated and fairly dysfunctional; had always been teased for being
sluggish and low on the uptake. People perceived me as stupid. Now, fourteen months after seeing Philip, my
health is profoundly better, more vital and robust than I ever thought it could be. My eyesight is fully restored
from having to wear glasses all the time; now I can read small print all day, with no pain, and with no glasses!
Also, I have vastly increased energy reserves, more stamina; my brain functions far better and the pain that I felt
about my childhood has gone. My relationship with both of my children are stronger, more beautiful and more
rewarding. My sense of spirituality is greatly enhanced, enabling me to cope better with life. My brain is faster,
more responsive and my common sense is sharper. Also, I have great rushes of exuberance and happiness and
no longer have any cravings for sweet things. I feel feminine and no longer physically awkward.”

FIBROMYALGIA, Mylagic Encephalomyelitis (ME), Chronic Fatigue: Dr. Savage has taken care of many cases of people
diagnosed with Fibromyalgia (or ME/chronic fatigue in the UK), along with many other complicating symptoms and autoimmune diagnoses. Often these people were also the victims of childhood abuse (physical, sexual, verbal, emotional),
which when “removed” by Dr. Savage’s processing, the symptoms of the diagnosed diseases also disappeared. The first
case below is representative of all the other people that Dr. Savage has helped, as the painful, exhausting symptoms
described by Helen were also experienced to some degree in all the other cases.
• Helen: This woman heard about Philip Savage from a friend in March and got on a plane in May to see him.
Literally dying from her severe health crises, she was in chronic pain and ready to do something about her
desperate condition, confirmed by many physicians: Fibromyalgia (CFS), anemia, IRB, lymphitis, high blood
pressure, ulcers and depression. She was on many medications a day, very strong pharmaceuticals and barely
functioning. After seeing Philip Savage once, Helen wrote, “I have not had one medication since…. It is the most

amazing, miraculous experience that there is, because I’ve tried everything: Western, Eastern, alternative, and I
would get some relief that never lasted. Nothing worked except for this. And very easy, it didn’t take any time. It
was great. Thank You Philip.”
A month after her first appointment with Dr. Savage, Helen sent an updated report: I went to see Philip Savage

because I was sick – it felt like I had been sick all my life. I couldn’t get out of bed without dreading what was in
store for me that day. My head, neck, torso, arms, legs, all hurt. Some mornings, the pain was so excruciating I
cried. I didn’t understand why every single day I felt like collapsing. Every day it hurt to be alive! My legs felt like
they weighed a thousand pounds as I tried to go up the stairs. Ordinary tasks grew more and more difficult to
handle. Then after one visit, I became a person free of sickness, depression and pain. Even though I did not
understand how his processing works, the results for me were so immediate, thorough and astounding, that it
did not matter if I understood or not. I felt such a deep sense of peace and inner knowing. The pain was gone
and I could feel that the depression, anxiety, fear and heartbreak was no longer inside myself.

My life changed immediately. I am no longer a person limited by illness, pain or fatigue. I am alive!!! I wake up
after a restful sleep with energy. I accomplish so much in every day. I look forward to life now with vigor and
joyfulness! It has been a month since my initial processing with Philip and I have watched the swelling disappear
from my cervical spine, where I once had a “hump” from the inflammation and swelling from the 38 steroid
injections I had in that spot. The weight I gained (30 lbs) from the steroids and other medications started melting
off me in the first week. My blood pressure is completely normal. I can eat without being sick!! I can hold my own
head up throughout the day without crying in pain! I can run up the stairs all day long with no fatigue! Everyone
has noticed the expression on my face being one of happiness, gratitude and joy! I am in love again……with my
own life! My children are so happy to see their mother without sickness and pain. To see me active and smiling
instead of listless and crying! My prayers were answered and now my real life begins… just because I went to
see Philip Savage. I thank you, Philip, for my life.”

•

Anna was a 35-year-old, divorced mother of a 10-year-old son, who had spent 5 years of her life moving from
her bed to the couch suffering from all kinds of ailments associated with her painful, exhausting disability
diagnosed as ME (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis). Her son never saw his mother attend school functions, make
friends, or really even smile. After hearing about Philip from a friend, Anna went to see him, and experienced her
symptoms immediately eliminated. This complete transformation of Anna and her health was one of the most
remarkable experiences ever witnessed by the people also attending this week-long meeting with Dr. Savage.
When Anna returned home, her son was stunned, able only to hug her the next day and remark that, “It’s nice to
have a happy mom.” Over the next weeks and months, Anna thrived in every way: Improved family relations,
new friends, graduate school, and the emergence of a strong, confident, extraordinarily beautiful and intelligent
personality. Eventually, she returned to see Philip with her son, whose experienced his own transformation from
a sad, introverted ten-year-old to a vibrant, strong athlete and “green warrior” whose ambition was to save the
elephants in Africa (and reconcile his relationship with his alcoholic father). Anna’s heartfelt note to Philip
expresses her new life: “I love you so much, and I am so grateful for everything that you have done for me.
Thank you! And thank you also for everything you are doing for others and for the earth.”

•

During a successful career in media and consulting, Belinda suffered for 6 years from a very debilitating and
painful diagnosis of Fibromyalgia, eventually losing everything. Her condition worsened to where she was
bedridden most of the time, taking medicine for the enormous pain, which doubled her weight to almost 300
pounds. She could barely walk when she came to see Philip Savage, after hearing about him from a trusted
colleague. Her very sad story also included years of sexual abuse as a young child by a family member in Africa,
which left her depressed and suicidal. After seeing Dr. Savage once, ALL of her symptoms reversed.
Immediately, Belinda was not only able to walk, she was agile, energetic and bursting with happy conversation
about everything she loved to talk about. She returned home and enthusiastically resumed her consulting
business (and her indigenous spiritual practice) where friends, neighbors and local monks were astonished at
her very visible and remarkable transformation. A few of Belinda’s own words to express her very personal and
humble gratitude: “After my session with Phillip, the Truth of my being has actually become stronger in every
way. It is an Edifying Realisation. It is My Signature as Soul, my I AM. It is the Platform or Springboard from
which i can serve… with no stress, guilt and anxieties - Most of all, Divine Inspiration is imbued in me
and each person I meet/talk to. This is the Truth! Please reiterate my Divine Love for Philip and my Homage
to his mission which I honour most ardently. Thank you most Kindly.”

•

Don suffered for many years from a diagnosis of ME (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis), during which he lost most of
his abilities to work, perform music and enjoy or care for his family. After hearing about Philip Savage from a
friend and seeing him only once, Don’s health condition changed radically, enabling him to spend the following
days, weeks and months with no pain and full energy to work, play and take care of his children. His gratitude for
Dr. Savage: “Thanks for the Ninja magic! What a special being! Unbelievable!”

ALZHEIMER'S, DEMENTIA – People who receive Philip’s processing are immediately enhanced and so is their
business, as this report from a clinical neuropsychologist indicates:
• Mr. T. was a multi-millionaire businessman diagnosed with dementia and Alzheimer’s, who after five years,
became less and less able to manage his relatively complex business affairs. He was slow to retrieve
information, could barely walk with constant help, and was capable only of speaking two or three words before a
long pause. His cognitive abilities continued to decline with cognitive impairment notable for severe memory
dysfunction as well as dysfluent aphasia characterized by limited abilities to speak spontaneously. Eventually a
conservator was assigned by a court to manage his affairs.
Just after seeing Dr. Savage, Mr. T’s doctor summarized the dramatic results of his testing: “Mr. T’s overall level

of cognitive function has improved dramatically…. He has exhibited a marked improvement in his ability to
express himself spontaneously… to be cognizant of the fundamental issues relating to the operation of his
business and the possibility of replacing his conservator.” In fact, Mr. T’s wife reported that Mr. T. had stood up

in court at the last hearing and very loudly declared to the judge that he wanted his business back! Shocked, the
judge called for a recess and the battle for the business began. Mr. T. spoke full sentences and said the
conservator was not doing a good job. Mr. T’s neuropsychologist quotes Mr. T. who said: “She is fighting with us

and instigating everyone. She has messed up most of the business operations. She is interfering in the
business. She should not be there if she is going to create lots of anxiety…. Her behavior is devastating. She
went to fighting with most of the people who work for me. She has been selling our buildings and I am fighting
with her. She is harassing everybody. She is going in there and she is giving people a hard time.” When asked
what he wanted to do about this, Mr. T. said, “I would like my wife to take the job! Number one, she knows how
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to do the business. She knows how to make friends and she really controls the business and makes our
operations flow easy, she knows how to run the business,” and added that his wife has been taking care of him
all of the time since he has been sick. Apparent to everyone, including himself, Mr. T. was getting better. He
said, “My ability to remember more, my thinking is quicker than it used to be, and my memory is good. I used to

talk very slow, I can now talk about everything, and also able to talk with someone to get enough clearness….
Also, I like having my wife around to help me.”

Mr. T’s recovery was truly dramatic. He began attending events and at one of his own parties was telling stories
and dancing with his friends. His wife was amazed and thrilled, reporting that her husband has exhibited
significant changes in his behavior. She says that he has demonstrated increased intellectual curiosity and was
up all night one night exploring all of the drawers and papers in his bedroom. He was filled with energy despite
the fact that his medications hadn’t changed in any way. His ability to speak and interact with her and his
grandchildren has dramatically improved, giving him a great deal of happiness. She said he has also shown
signs of interest in sexual activities, which totally shocked her. Mr. T. was clearly back to living his life, all within
weeks of seeing Dr. Savage for the first time. (Dr. D. Jacobsen, PhD, ABPP)
HEART CRISES
• Judy: This woman’s husband was suffering terribly from a coronary artery disease, badly affecting their marriage
of many years. After they asked Dr. Savage to help, Judy wrote a very grateful note saying “You give me hope
as well! Love Judy.” The doctor who referred Judy and her husband to Dr. Savage reported that he was quite
impressed with the “inexplicable” outcome of this man recovering from coronary artery disease.
•

Michael. Many of the people who Dr. Savage has helped who were suffering from various diagnosed illnesses
also had dangerously high blood pressure levels. In Michael’s case, his situation was especially risky since his
pain level was so high and always there, and his Emphysema, Asthma and smoking (!) kept him in an
exaggerated and constant state of physically and emotional stress. Doctors told him that he could “go” any
minute. (They also told him to stop smoking.) Immediately after seeing Dr. Savage one time, not only was
Michael sitting up straight (no pain), breathing freely (no asthma), laughing and telling stories during dinner, not
smoking (no longer “suicidal”), his blood pressure was normal. While Michael’s results were very dramatic, the
same thing happened for everyone with high blood pressure who Dr. Savage helped for whatever other reason
they came to him.

•

Dick: A friend of Dr. Savage had a brother who had suffered through several heart bypass surgeries, radically
changed his lifestyle habits and was working his business and family life well enough until his doctors told him
his heart was failing for good this time and that he needed a heart transplant. After waiting in the hospital for
many anxious months, his wife called the friend of Dr. Savage and said everyone was giving up hope of ever
finding a heart that matched for the transplant. Within a week of mentioning this situation to Dr. Savage, the wife
called again to say that not only did her husband get a match, but it was the heart of a physically fit 35-year-old
police officer. Everyone was now thrilled and only worried about whether the husband’s body would “accept” the
new heart (and not “reject” it for one reason or another). Sure enough, weeks and months went by and the
husband was continually doing “better than doctors had ever seen before.” This husband and brother of Dr.
Savage’s friend was now able to live freely without any problems or fears with his family, children and
grandchildren, just as they all wished for.

BIRTH DEFECTS:
• Carlos: Corpus Callosum - A four-year old boy from a poor family in East Los Angeles was born without a corpus
callosum, the part of the brain which differentiates right from left. Philip's processing “bypassed it” and Carlos
began to feed himself, talk, sit up, take notice and play. Carlos' medical doctor reports the dramatic clinical
progress after only a few months: "The child is able to speak, sit up and feed himself, produce at a special
school and interact with people." (See Video documentation on www.PSproof.com.)
•

Lana: Lana was the teenage daughter of Tom, a 75-year-old man who, according to friends, was “coming to the
end of his usefulness, was frail with a weak digestion and regular chest infections.” Successful after a full career
in journalism and politics and then married to his fourth wife, Tom eventually became disillusioned and troubled
in his relationships, especially with his current wife and daughter who were fighting all the time. As soon as Tom
heard about Philip Savage from a friend, he made appointments for himself and his wife to see Dr. Savage, after
which Tom became the driving force of a massive humanitarian project where Dr. Savage was able to help
hundreds of war-zone children, and Tom was able to establish harmony in his family relations and able to do the
work of three men half his age (“with a spring in his step and a special twinkle in his eyes!”). Tom then brought
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his teenage daughter, Lana, to see Dr. Savage. Lana was seriously impaired by a birth trauma that affected her
emotionally and physically. Emotionally, she was withdrawn, developmentally disadvantaged and virtually mute
with fright about trying anything new. Physically, she was awkward, made strange facial grimaces and had
difficulty making friends. Immediately after seeing Philip, Lana became more assertive and confident, no longer
grimaced and engaged in many adventuresome activities, including horse riding and a week-long European trip
without her parents. She started to look like a normal teenager, was able to engage in social conversations and
passed all her school tests, academic as well as psychological and developmental (all fully documented by
school records.)
KIDNEY FAILURE –
• Gary: This 53-year-old man suddenly turned yellow and collapsed at work one day. Test results indicated kidney
failure and a very distressing medical prognosis. While recovering from this incident, Gary heard about Philip
Savage from a friend and went to see him. After one appointment with Dr. Savage, Gary’s new test results
documented bursts of energy from the kidney, which were so great and unusual, the result was too large to
record fully on the standard chart. This remarkable “off-the-charts” bio-restoration continued and is documented
for several years. Dr. Gaetan Chevalier, the lab doctor monitoring this case, reported that, “After he had been

tested prior to the applying of Philip Savage’s technology, one subject [who was suffering kidney failure]
experienced an increase in his energy of unprecedented magnitude (as shown in the attached charts) that
broke, not only all Philip Savage’s former records, but also that surpassed anything that we would have
reasonably held possible prior to this experiment.” Another doctor, Dee Jacobsen, followed up on this case and
reported two years later: “More notably, comparable pre and post treatment energy measurements obtained
from a seriously ill man (severe depression and kidney disease) revealed a 100+% increase that was sustained
18 days following a single 20-minute treatment. The patient reported dramatic improvements in his mood,
energy level and urinary output that have been sustained for two years.” Twenty-one years later, Gary continues
to enjoy vibrant health, a successful business and a happy new life, very grateful to Philip Savage, who he
considers his very special “Druid friend.”

REITER’S SYNDROME
• Madison: Another man, 57 years old, was also grateful to Philip Savage every day of his new life. Suffering
some ailment since birth, Madison was told as a child that he shouldn’t even have lived, that he got “some kind
of a miracle” during his birth. Then at six years old, Madison lost his father who he adored, to a terrible car
accident. Drugs and alcohol as a teenager, 35 years as a factory metallurgist, and repeated hospital
emergencies for various diseases, including Reiter’s syndrome, Hepatitis C, food poisoning, severe arthritis in
back, neck and knees, and Staph infection in his chest cavity that required surgery, chemotherapy and a month
in the hospital, Madison’s body at 57 was literally a “toxic waste dump.” When he heard about Philip Savage,
Madison was bleeding from the rectum, which doctors and specialists said required “exploratory surgery,” and
Madison knew right away what that meant for him. Studying everything he could find online about Dr. Savage,
doubting all of it (as an engineer who “believed in scientific truth”), he called Dr. Savage for help anyway, rather
than “risking surgery.” His thinking: “The opportunity was too good to pass up…. I thought that if it was true it

would be worth the money it cost and if it wasn’t, I am lucky to know people that would put a stop to him.”

The results of Madison’s first appointment with Dr. Savage are extraordinary. In his own words: “As it turned out,

meeting Philippe was amazing. The bleeding stopped immediately and has never returned. I ended up seeing
Philippe several times and each time was extraordinary. My Reiter’s syndrome is gone. I am able to eat anything
I want with no cramps or diarrhea. I rode a bike without causing any knee pain; my knees have not felt this good
in years. He has helped me with whatever I asked him to [including my cat]. I never would have thought what he
does is possible, but I have seen the changes in others that have seen him. He is much more than a healer…. I
have four friends/family members that were doubters and tried Philippe’s fire burn group when they got burned.
Their burns were healed miraculously and they are no longer doubters. I know it sounds crazy and I would think
that too, if I had not experienced and seen the results in myself, Callie the cat and in others…. As a metallurgist
who does research and failure analysis, I am always seeking proof and the truth. I saw Dr. Savage in September
2011, and have proof of improvements in my health and well-being… and am seeing more proof of it every day.”
The clinical DETAILS of Madison’s first appointment with Dr. Savage are also very interesting: “During my

session with him I suddenly felt extreme back pain in the area of arthritis that I have had treated many times.
After a few agonizing moments, that pain traveled up my back bone to in between my shoulders and then just as
suddenly disappeared. I have not had back pain since. Dr Savage became very sick. He asked me to close my
eyes and after a minute or so made the sickest sounds I have ever heard, moans, groans, coughs, gurgling, and
sounds of intense and severe pain. I thought that no one could have made those sounds that was not
experiencing horrendous pain. At dinner that night, I ate rare steak for the first time in years without any stomach
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pain. The loose stools and diarrhea disappeared immediately and have not returned. I have not had any
intestinal bleeding. Now I am able to eat anything that used to cause me problems. My stomach problems have
disappeared. Later that night after seeing Doctor Savage, when I lay in bed I experienced little pinch sized,
muscle like twitches deep in my thighs that after a while disappeared. I developed an intense headache in a
small area on the left side of my forehead that disappeared after a few minutes. I had pain on my right side in the
area of my liver that went away after a few hours. Two days later, I awoke with a very visible scar on my neck
from my childhood operation… that then faded away. A week ago, I had severe heel pain appear that used to be
caused by Reiter’s that disappeared after a few hours and has not returned. I feel great and have had no major
long-lasting pain since my visit. I rode a bike recently for 30 minutes with no knee pain or swelling. Previously
even two minutes on a bike would cause intense knee pain and my knee to swell. I have had good fortune. A
pending audit at work that caused me a lot of worry got canceled indefinitely. The pending sale of my company
that had me worried I would be laid off has been put on hold. My visit to see Dr. Savage was well worth it.”
EYESIGHT
• Anna: this 90-year-old woman suffered from Macular Degeneration, had completely lost sight in one eye, and
wanted desperately to be able to see and not go blind in the other eye before she died. (Anna was planning on
living for another 10 years with her 89-year-old husband). Well, Anna got her wish, the degeneration was halted
from the time of her first appointment to at least several years more, when last Dr. Savage’s team heard about
her. Anna’s words to Philip’s assistant just after seeing Dr. Savage: “You didn’t tell me he is all about Love!”
•

Elizabeth: A sociologist reports her own case of the full restoration of eyesight. Elizabeth had extreme short
sightedness, to the point of being “legally blind in both eyes without glasses” for over thirty years. One year
after meeting Philip, Elizabeth went to the optician who documented that her previous eye test means “Most

individuals with this amount of refractive error would have an uncorrected visual acuity between 20/200 and
20/400, yours were as follows – right eye 20/80, left eye 20/100, both eyes 20/70. Of interest is that at the end
of the exam you were able to see 20/30 in the right eye.” A year later, another optician documented her vision at
20/50. Twenty years later, Elizabeth needs no contact lenses or glasses, even for reading (even as she ages!)
ANTI-AGING (CELLULAR ANAGENESIS)
• Linda: This is a truly remarkable, unprecedented and unexplainable (to most people) case. After one hour-long
meeting with Dr. Savage, this 50-year-old woman walked out of her appointment looking 30 years old. Visibly
undeniable, this astounding result is documented by photographs taken immediately after her appointment, and
subsequently by a countless number of eyewitnesses who did not know how old this woman was and who were
asked to guess her age. ALL the answers ranged from 28 to 33 years old! Shocked to see Linda’s passport
with her date of birth, proving she was actually 50, these witnesses simply walked away dumbfounded.
OBESITY
• Robert, an engineer, was one of the people testifying to Philip’s “special powers” on the Patrick Sabatier’s show
on TF1 in late 1990. Robert reported that he had the after-effects of a road accident lingering on and a case of
obesity for fifteen years, weighing in at over 95 kilograms (209 pounds). When Patrick Sabatier said to him,
“That is not obese,” Robert replied, “It wasn't you who had to carry that weight!” “That’s true!” said Sabatier and
asked, “So he touched your stomach and it was all right? A diet?” to which Robert replied, “No, no, not at all. Mr.

Gwezh [Savage] thinks that it's probably better warding off the real cause and not the symptoms!”

•

Patricia: This woman spent most of her 60 years overweight, until reaching a point of extreme obesity as an
adult, after working full time for 40 years as a registered LVN nurse. When she called to ask Dr. Savage for
help, she weighed over 350 pounds. After one meeting with Philip, this woman went home a “different person”
and proceeded to drop half her body mass and weight within approximately 6 months. This case is documented
by photographs taken throughout the six months, as well as the enthusiastic and extremely happy reports by the
woman and her friends and associates about Patricia’s new life (and “new vehicle”, her body). Another positive
result of seeing Dr. Savage was Patricia’s diabetes was immediately gone and still is 10 years later.

DIABETES – Many people suffering from serious ailments who have gone to Dr. Savage also suffered from diabetes. In
all these cases, their diabetes was eliminated just as it was for Patricia in the case of obesity above.
• Kathy: This 61-year-old woman suffered for ten years from an increasingly horrible case of Urticarial Vasculities,
a rare autoimmune skin disease, diagnosed by 20 doctors, with no known medical remedy. After one meeting
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with Dr. Savage, this woman’s symptoms (disabling lesions) disappeared and never returned two years later
when she also reported that, “My diabetes is gone too.”
DEPRESSION, SUICIDE, GRIEF, LOSS, ANGER: Philip Savage has taken care of many cases of depression and
suicidal tendencies, as well as the associated symptoms of other diagnosed conditions and traumas which often include
heart-breaking loss, long-lasting grief and anger, childhood sexual abuse, etc. Many of these clients reported that their
suicidal “darkness” was gone after seeing Dr. Savage once just like Jeremy (above) did when he stated: “What’s clear to

me is that all the undercurrents of my suicidal tendencies – in behavior, thought and inclinations – are simply gone.”
•

Gary: The man reported with kidney failure that was reversed after one “treatment” by Dr. Savage, also suffered
years of depression from trauma and loss of his son. After Philip’s “processing”, this man was free from
depression from then on. In fact, his life and level of energy, enthusiasm, happiness and success changed
dramatically, unto this day. And he immediately canceled his $1 million life insurance policy, which he no longer
needed.

•

Peter: Similar results were experienced by another of Dr. Savage’s clients, who, as a young child, had lost his
mother to depression and suicide. After seeing Philip once, this man was completely relieved of that life-long
burden of grief (and the drug addictions that went with it) and went on with strength and energy to pursue a
totally different and meaningful life. Several friends commented on the changes they witnessed: “My friend’s

boyfriend has been transformed from totally unconfident, suicidal depressive to a buoyant positive, happy, selfpossessed person.” Another friend said, “Peter, a dishevelled, suicidal mess who looked like he should be
behind bars, virtually incoherent drug and alcohol user, is now cleaned up, purposeful, and no longer suicidal.
His face is soft, alive and very handsome. His strength shows -- no longer dependent and needy.”
•

Deborah: A French news article on Philip Savage reported about this woman, who was depressed for ten years
and was under medical treatment but was getting worse and worse. After Philip’s processing, Deborah was
completely well, no depression and no more need for medical treatment.

•

CT: 26-year old CT suddenly became a widow when she lost her new husband to an unexpected disease.
Having spent 5 years out of college climbing the corporate ladder in a job she loved, CT tried to manage going
back to work as soon as she could. However, she failed, since all her co-workers and bosses could see she was
not functioning well enough to work. At that point, someone at work told CT about Philip Savage, and she quickly
moved to ask for his help. As soon as possible, her appointment with Dr. Savage was arranged and Philip took
care of CT from a distance. The results of this SDI “processing,” were so amazing that everyone at her work
noticed, immediately… and no one knew why. CT just went to work, as usual, yet with more strength, energy and
competence than she had ever shown before. It was as if all her good abilities and work were enhanced threefold and CT just went on doing her job and soon after, got a promotion. Thrilled and grateful, CT thanked Dr.
Savage… and let the corporation think her “miraculous recovery” was due to the company therapist they insisted
she work with after she lost her husband.

•

Albert: This man was a client who was on his way to meet Dr. Savage in person when a couple weeks before
traveling, his father suddenly died. Totally unexpected, the son and the whole family were devastated. When the
client met Dr. Savage, he poured out his grief and regrets and bafflement about what happened and how he
missed his father. After Philip’s “processing,” this person immediately and dramatically changed. His
understanding and love grew so strong and he felt a closeness and sharing with his father that he was not able
to complete before. This person said he went home uplifted, content and happy with the new experiences he
was feeling with his father and, in particular, that he now knew his father was okay and proud of his son.

Friend: Dr. Savage is also able to “bypass” death using his SDI technology when one of his clients or students is
involved in a life-threatening emergency. In this case, it was the brother of a friend who put a powerful hunting rifle into
his mouth and pulled the trigger. The gun did go off, the bullet did penetrate the pallet, go through the cranium, out the
top of the skull, yet the young man “miraculously” survived. He was rushed to the hospital where the emergency room
surgeons gave him minutes to live. Surviving that and in a coma, they gave him just days to live. After that, he was given
a week (and so on). Each reassessed prognosis puzzled the physicians and surgeons who really didn't know what was
going on, so much so that they flew him to another hospital with the best specialists in the country. A few days later, this
man woke up from the coma, had no brain damage, and just went home, surviving to this day (indeed much improved
and even "delivered" from a lifelong childhood trauma that had never left him in peace before). Note: The medical
explanation is that the bullet passed through the pathways BETWEEN the right and left hemispheres of the brain, exiting
out the top of the head, causing no damage. A one-in-a-million unlikely event!
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FAMILY
• Patricia reports: “In addition to taking care of my dog [who immediately recovered from cancer], the effects of

Philip Savage’s distant treatments apparently affected my whole family…. My sales at work tripled… a sugar
addiction I had suffered for 37 years, simply vanished. Both my dog and myself lost a significant amount of
unwanted weight… and experienced an increase in physical strength. My mother, who lives with us, has become
more actively involved and interested in our family’s daily affairs…. My husband [with the undesirable habit of
drinking alcohol] tried to drink a beer, on each swallow he gagged and had to spit it out!... For no explainable
reason, my 28-year-old stepson spent the last three weeks (exactly the date of my proposal to Philip), finding,
purchasing, and fixing up an SUV in order to present it to us (in exchange for his father’s vintage motorcycle).
Our family considers this a miracle because we have needed a second car for two years but couldn’t afford
another monthly payment. Although financially he could have, this stepson has never before taken action like
this with us.... Since the first treatment by Philip {for the dog], and increasing in the last few weeks, my 11-yearold daughter’s progress in school and performing arts has dramatically improved. For example, after one year of
trying to attain her ballet toe shoes, she finally (all of a sudden) succeeded. Conflicts with teachers and even the
school principal have resolved. Her grades in math improved from an “F” to a “C” and in science from a “C-“ to
an “A”. She has a noticeably more positive attitude, is better able to concentrate, and has started to want to do
her homework. Philip told her that he would make her “invisible” to her teachers. This has definitely taken
place…. I can only express my deepest gratitude that my natural ability to ‘hear truth’ was sufficient enough to
know that Philip Savage could and would bring overwhelming benefits to my dog, my family, and myself. Thank
you for this extraordinary opportunity.”

•

Curtis: This 50-year old man was separated from the mother of his 2 young children for more than two years,
when he realized he would be completely left out of the upbringing of his children if things continued as they
were. He moved from one continent to another where his children and their mother lived and unsucessfully tried
to have contact with them. His children’s mother excluded Curtis from everything, physically, emotionally and
every other way. There was no official court order granting Curtis any access to his children and he was
increasingly frustrated, angry and desperate about what to do. When he heard about Philip Savage at a
conference, saw the RUSH documentary and met one of Dr. Savage’s students, Curtis’s response was, “This is
a no-brainer” and made an appointment immediately to meet Philip and ask for help with his children and their
mother. Over the next days and weeks (and eventually years) after first meeting Dr. Savage, Curtis and his
family life changed in extraordinary ways. Immediately, Curtis stopped drinking alcohol, gained focus and
confidence and was able to communicate with the ex-partner in ways he had never been capable of ever before.
Very soon, he was able to see his kids on a regular basis and they discovered a dad they never had before.
After Curtis asked Philip to directly help each of his kids and then their mother, each of their lives took a
“quantum leap” in happiness, productivity (in school), communication and trust. So many “impossible” things
happened, that within a few months, the whole family was in another “world.” When holidays rolled around,
Curtis was not only welcome, he was invited to dinner. When he went to pick up the kids, he was invited in to
help fix something or mow the lawn. Soon he bought and fixed up a vacation van for the kids and their mother to
travel around during their summer holidays. Today, several years later, Curtis (and his family still living
separately) have a very happy family life.

•

Natalie: This 40-year old psychiatrist heard about Philip Savage at an exclusive scientific conference from one of
Dr. Savage’s students, when Natalie herself was experiencing an emotional and professional crisis. She knew
immediately that she wanted to meet Dr. Savage, which she did, after which she was able to resolve the
problems facing her and was then able to focus on getting help for her sister and their parents. Two months
later, Natalie, her sister and her parents went to see Dr. Savage, with remarkable results. The sister, who
suffered a severe birth deformity was immediately lifted out of a life-long depression and eager to go home, get a
new job and make new friends (which she did.) The parents, who were thrilled with the immediate effect on their
disabled daughter, were shocked at what happened to them. After the father described to Dr. Savage how they
had been “living” for the last 20 years (separate everything, including beds), all that changed. In fact, for the next
4 days after meeting with Dr. Savage, Natalie’s parents were not seen publicly by anyone else attending that
week-long meeting. These two “lovebirds” locked themselves in their hotel suite, making up for the 20-years-lost.
This family happiness, energy, activity went on for the many months after that first meeting, with these grateful
people helping Dr. Savage every way they could.

•

Bob: This middle-aged very successful businessman heard about Philip Savage from his adult daughter and
made an appointment to ask Philip for help with a serious health crisis, which he got and as a result no longer
suffered from. Then Bob continued to see Dr. Savage for everything else in his busy life. Over the next year, his
building supplies company was the first to open in China, he got what he asked for in every divorce court
hearing with his ex-wife (which meant she did not “take him to the cleaners”), he was able to get a great deal on
purchasing a new home (with his girlfriend), his ex-wife suddenly stopped drinking (joined AA and started
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spending time at the local meditation gardens), and his cat didn’t die (as the vets said he would). Besides the
great results for his family of four grown children, who were thrilled to have their mother sober and happy (for the
first time they could remember), Bob’s best story is what happened with his bookkeeper, his report of which will
follow in the “business” case summaries below.
•

Melissa: This mother of two young children heard about Philip Savage from a medical doctor friend of hers and
went together (with other friends) to meet him. At the time, Melissa was embroiled in several difficult and violent
family crises, including one (her pending divorce case) that landed her in jail. This time, however, after having
seen Dr. Savage, Melissa experienced an unusual calm, no emotional attachment, what she described as an
“out of body experience” and was in and out of custody within 12 hours. Weeks later, at the “restraining order
hearing,” Melissa said she was “very focused” and received everything she wanted: Temporary Protective
Order, child support and temporary custody of the kids. Two days after that, she had found all the paperwork
necessary to prove her case, while the ex-husband had nothing on tape that he could use to destroy her, and the
judge wound up very accommodating and pleasant toward Melissa. Shortly after that, Melissa said that her exhusband was “more willing to work out issues” and that her answers were “more definitive to ‘no.’” A month later,
Melissa reported several remarkable events. 1) One evening two weeks after seeing Dr. Savage, Melissa was
home when her brother slipped and fell on the kitchen floor and was screaming and crying from pain to his knee.
Melissa helped him to his room, then left to meditate and ask Philip for assistance for her brother. Within 5
minutes, her brother knocked on Melissa’s door and was no longer in any pain. 2) During those next few weeks,
Melissa also noticed a 50% improvement in her son’s learning behavior and speaking ability and that her
daughter was not crying constantly nor emotionally traumatized anymore from the prior domestic violence in
their household. 3) Melissa said Dr. Savage’s assistant told her that she would be living with her brother and
sister-in-law as at least a temporary solution to her dysfunctional family situation. In total disbelief, Melissa said
her brother and she had not been talking to each other for over 2 years. Then sure enough, that’s what
happened and Melissa reported that “our relationship is now wonderful – he helps with my children especially my
son, Jay.” (And of course, that’s the brother who received a fringe benefit when Melissa got immediate help for
his knee injury, reported above.)

•

Rosie: This is the fortunate 33-year-old, single woman who heard about Philip Savage from a good friend and
eventually was able to not only fix her own chronic health crisis, but also able to get life-saving help for Paddy,
the Irish Cob (see “Arthritic Horse” page on PSproof.com), after which she was given the ability to take care of
animals herself (which she did – see “Rosie’s Animal cases” on PSproof.com.) Rosie writes about her experience
with Dr. Savage, which includes a short but life-changing statement about herself, her family and especially her
two children: “I went to see Philip because I was sick, had always been so. All my life I had suffered from

candida, which made me unresponsive and distant with deadened senses, and had tried everything that I came
across to try and fix it. As my family have always told me, it’s like I was on another planet, like a misfit. I was
debilitated and fairly dysfunctional; had always been teased for being sluggish and low on the uptake. People
perceived me as stupid. Now, fourteen months after seeing Philip, my health is profoundly better, more vital and
robust than I ever thought it could be. My eyesight is fully restored from having to wear glasses all the time; now
I can read small print all day, with no pain, and with no glasses! Also, I have vastly increased energy reserves,
more stamina; my brain functions far better and the pain that I felt about my childhood has gone. My
relationships with both of my children are stronger, more beautiful and more rewarding. My sense of spirituality
is greatly enhanced, enabling me to cope better with life. My brain is faster, more responsive and my common
sense is sharper. Also, I have great rushes of exuberance and happiness and no longer have any cravings for
sweet things. I feel feminine and no longer physically awkward.”
•

Harry: When Harry first heard about Philip Savage at an event hosted by a long-time friend and business
partner, he realized he had an opportunity to change his whole life and possibly save the life of another friend
who was dying in a hospital. As he researched the information about Philip Savage, the FireBurnDoctor, Harry
called to ask for help. After it became clear that his dying friend’s family was not interested in help, Harry
focused on his own problems, which were many, with his son’s two-year-long depression as his top priority.
Harry’s 22-year-old son, university graduate, professional athlete had suddenly lost his future career when
funding for his sport (professional volleyball) was eliminated during the 2008 financial crisis. This young man hit
the couch, his father’s, (and the drugs, his own) and basically stayed there engrossed in the TV for almost 2
years. Harry was distraught and at a loss at what to do next. Within days of speaking with Dr. Savage’s team,
Harry’s son “woke up”, began talking about his life, and his dad asked if Dr. Savage had already done
something. The answer: “Yes.”. Soon the whole story was out, which included a life-long conflict with the mother
of Harry’s son, who Harry was still supporting and “tortured” by. Eventually, Harry was able to finance his trip to
see Dr. Savage and take care of himself, his family and his rapidly declining (previously very successful)
business. The results of seeing Philip ONE time were astounding. The son traveled with Harry and met Dr.
Savage personally. He returned a totally new person, with enormous (youthful) energy, an unfaltering
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determination to create his own business as a coach for college teams, a fitness expert and his part-time music
business with a friend. The two days after Harry’s son got home, the two college teams he was coaching won
their games. As each team was playing, Harry’s son was able to see (and “feel”) what Philip was doing to
“enhance” those teams, something akin to “legal steroids” was actually happening. Before he left, Harry’s son
explained that the team for which he was head coach had absolutely no chance of winning, that he was just glad
they were in the competition and hoping they played well. The other team for which Harry’s son was assistant
coach did have a slight chance to win but was definitely not expected to do so. Amazingly, BOTH teams won
those game, and Harry’s son knew why. As the months continued, Harry’s entire family (and business)
completely changed. The mother (who Dr. Savage processed from a distance) moved back to be nearer Harry
and the son, the son reconciled completely with the mother, Harry eventually married the mother of his 24-yearold son, they all moved to a happier situation, the son’s business ventures became very successful, and Harry
(see report under “business” below) saw his professional film production contracts triple and three of his
properties sell quickly and for near-full value (in a very unfavorable market). Most important for Harry, was the
“restoration” of his family, especially his one and only most beloved adult son.
•

Sophie: This 23-year-old woman heard about Philip Savage from her new boyfriend, who told her, “I know
someone who can help you.” Those words turned out to be a huge understatement. Sophie had been abused
(physically and emotionally) by her mother, father and grandparents within an outwardly “successful” family life.
Eventually, when the mother left on her own personal adventure with a new boyfriend (resulting in a formal
divorce with Sophie’s father), Sophie was left with a depressed father, a drug-addict, gambling teenage brother
and a late-in-life 9-year-old third child of her parents. Sophie was expected to “step into” the role of the mother
while Sophie was finishing university, working part-time and trying to escape her horrendous emotional prison.
When she was 23, she left on a vacation to “think about” what to do with her life (secretly hoping to never return
home). And that’s when she met her new boyfriend who wound up “saving her life” (and is still with her 6 years
later). After researching the online information, Sophie called to ask for an appointment At that time, she was full
of hate, anger, depression, confusion, and fury over her horrible (and unfair) situation. She with Dr. Savage.
loved her younger sister, but completely resented being forced into the role of “mother”. She never wanted to
see her own mother again, and was dependent on (and furious about) her father, who was visibly sinking into a
wasted life of work, alcohol and TV. She wanted to go to graduate school, yet really wanted to travel all over the
world which she knew she couldn’t do unless she abandoned her younger sister. Immediately after seeing Dr.
Savage the first time (literally upon leaving his office), Sophie was leaping with happiness, clarity, laughing,
feeling so grateful and relieved of burden for hours and then days of enhanced focus and resolution of conflict, a
new sense of purpose and meaning, and never-before-experienced happiness and joy. Sophie was one of those
brilliant academics (biologist) who never believed in anything, except that everything dies and that’s it. She was
always terrified of dying and mostly of missing out on life. Over the next months, Sophie learned (quickly) SO
much from her new studies and experiences of what Philip Savage gave her (and her boyfriend who knew Dr.
Savage since he was 13 years old). Her life changed completely, a 180 degree turn-around, where she is now a
successful journalist, reconciled with both parents within an appropriate distance determined by herself, proud
and pleased with the upbringing (which she did) of her sister who is happy, successful in school and social life
and on-target for the university, and most important totally free of the fear that had crippled and all the horrors
that came from it (hate, anger, depression, etc. all gone). She now lives with a new-found power, ability and
sense of the sacred that she never had access to before Philip gave her a new life; she’s happily living it to the
fullest.

BUSINESS
• Patricia: Immediate Enhancement: This woman says that after seeing Philip Savage, “My sales at work tripled in

the first month, pulling me out of the worst seasonal drop. Although I am already always the top salesperson in
my company, my sales continue to increase with more lucrative and bigger accounts every week. At work, I have
also seen visible, unexplained shifts in the attitudes of co-workers, colleagues, and bosses. For example, one cworker simply gave me her largest account because she wanted me to have it. My husband’s income has also
increased, with more availably of overtime hours.”

•

Harry’s Unexplained Increase is Employment: Harry reports to a friend with a heartfelt testimony: “Last year I

was invited to the work of Philip Savage. Since that time in June 2010, my life has made an exceptional turn
around. Without a doubt, as a result of seeing Dr. Savage, my attitude to my family improved dramatically, I have
closed two sales on difficult to sell properties, with transactions completed smoothly, for near asking price and in
very short timeframe. Just after mentioning my job goals, my work schedule tripled – for no apparent reason,
whereas for the three years previous, I had been sinking unrelentlessly into debt, foreclosure and almost no job
offers. All of a sudden, I was working every week. Every day, sometimes for ten days straight, then
unexpectedly, I was called onto a 6 week project… on a feature film. Looking back in the past 6 months, there is
no other explanation for my sudden success in my every endeavor – business, finance, personal - than my direct
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communication with Dr Philip Savage and his team. My story is only one of hundreds (probably thousands). I
wish to tell you in order to encourage you both to take a very deep and concentrated look into the materials
enclosed. That’s all I did in June – I read – searched and investigated all the info I could find on the internet and
some calls to names and numbers I found and quickly realized that if any of this is true, it’s probably the biggest
thing happening right now – certainly in America and my own little life. Your highest dreams can come true – your
son’s legacy can be fulfilled – your lives can be completed – I can tell all of this is right now happening for me.
You will certainly find that it can happen now for you. DO as I did – research, call and you’ll be surprised (as I am)
– thrilled. Test the work of Dr Savage in your own life, to enhance, empower, to accomplish all that you can in
very short period of time. Then you will know what I know. It’s the biggest thing happening right now.”
•

Dan: Removal of Interference: Dad was building a successful business in the field of helping disadvantaged
teens and their families on government benefits. It was difficult and exhausting work for he and his wife and their
small number of employees. At one point, they became inundated with harassing visits by the IRS agent
assigned to audit Dan’s business accounts. The harassment he felt wasn’t so much about the actual accounting,
but what he experienced was abusive treatment by the IRS agent he had to meet with so many times. It became
so bad that Dan couldn’t find any way to reason with the agent or come to any fair agreement. After Dan was
introduced to Philip Savage, he asked for help dealing with the IRS agent. The next meeting with the agent took
place as expected, except for some more astonishing changes. The agent arrived in a most cheerful mood (for
the first time ever), graciously accepted the refreshments offered, and cheerfully and quickly dealt with all the
issues they needed to work on, which were completely resolved in an agreement considered fair by Dan.
Shocked and incredulous, he and his wife gladly wished the agent well as he left in record time, an hour later.

•

Bob: Removal of unproductive and disruptive accountant, who suddenly and simply decided to quit. Bob is the
successful businessman (in “Family” section above) who used Dr. Savage for his health, his divorce, buying a
new home and his cat’s life. His most remarkable case, however, is the story of his accountant:
One day when meeting with Philip, Bob was complaining about the new accountant he hired for his large
building materials company after his former accountant of 30 years died. While this new woman was technically
competent, she was socially and professionally a daily nightmare. Every day when Bob arrived at work, this
woman could be heard and seen in the hallways, screaming at one of the department managers. Bob’s habit
was to quietly slip around the scene and hurry to his own private office. When Dr. Savage heard this situation,
he asked Bob what he wanted to do about it. Bob replied that he didn’t know what to do. He couldn’t just fire her
because “she’s a woman.” He had tried to reason with her, which never worked. No one else could figure out
how to deal with her at all. And Bob threw up his hands, exclaiming “I just wish she would quit!” Philip replied,
“When?” So, they made a plan, which included exactly what date Bob wanted the accountant to quit.
When that day rolled around about 2 weeks later, Bob arrived at work and as usual, the accountant was
standing in a manager’s doorway screaming about something. As he tried to slip by, the woman stopped Bob,
shouting, “I’m so mad, I could just quit.” Bob told the accountant that if she’s serious about that, to just come to
his office any time and give her resignation notice. Then he hurried away. Later that afternoon, the accountant
came whirling into Bob’s office exclaiming that she’s here to give her 2-week notice. At that, Bob stood up and
told her that if she really means it, he would give her full severance pay right then and there and she could be
done with the job. She said that’s exactly what she wanted and was then gone forever with her big fat check.
When asked if he had done anything different that day, Bob replied, absolutely nothing different, it all just
happened just like he and Dr. Savage had scheduled it.

ATHLETES – CELEBRITIES
• Deborah, Concert Pianist: Deborah was a middle-aged concert pianist, single, never married, no children, living
in a major East Coast city, completely devoted to her career, until one day she discovered that she didn’t care
anymore and realized that this “decline” had been slowly descending on her for the last year or so. When
Deborah heard about what Philip Savage had done for her friend, she called immediately for help. She already
knew there was nothing else she could do and didn’t want to lose her exceptional ability as a pianist or her
business or her upcoming gigs. Since it was an emergency and Dr. Savage can do what he does from a
distance, there was no need (and no time) for Deborah to travel to meet him in person. After sending a
substantial donation in overnight mail, Deborah saw Philip in a dream that night (she had no websites or pictures
of him at that time) and woke up completely changed. Her enthusiasm for her career returned and her abilities
were enhanced. She was able to meet her commitments to perform that week and all the following weeks.
Amazed, Deborah was forever grateful to Philip (and to her friend who told her about Dr. Savage).
•

Arthur, Athlete: This young man is the 22-year-old son of Harry (“Family” report above) who landed on his
father’s couch, depressed for two years (doing drugs and lost in the big-screen TV), after his entire future career
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as a successful professional athlete was suddenly ripped from him in 2008 due to the complete elimination of
funding for professional volleyball, his chosen sport. He had trained for this career his whole life, including 4
years of university. Two years later, in 2010, Arthur’s totally distraught father heard about Philip Savage,
researched everything he could find and then called for help, first for a dying friend (whose family didn’t want
help!) and then for his son who, fortunately, did. Within days of first contacting Dr. Savage’s team, Harry’s son
noticeably changed. Harry asked if Dr. Savage had “done something.” Yes, and it continued from then until after
seeing Philip in person and for years after. Harry’s results of working with Dr. Savage are included in the
“Family” and “Business” sections above.
Arthur’s results are immediate and amazing. He “woke up” from the couch, began talking to his father about his
life and future, was completely open to seeing Dr. Savage as soon as possible, and when he did, his energy
soared, his excitement was palpable, his focus and determination about his future was clear and single-pointed.
Arthur knew exactly what he wanted and what he was going to do about it. After his father first called for help,
Arthur began to work as a coach and assistant coach for two college volleyball teams. He also picked up where
he left off working with a musician friend on marketing their music. Then he met with Philip in person and
immediately upon returning home, Arthur watched both the teams he was coaching WIN their games, which was
a complete surprise, since neither team had any real chance of winning. The team Arthur was assistantcoaching was lucky to even be in the competition, and the team for which he was head coach had absolutely no
chance of winning that game. Arthur was completely shocked and amazed when he saw, with his own eyes,
what Philip was able to do for him and his teams. As each team was playing, Arthur saw those players’ abilities
“enhanced”, doing things they were not capable of doing before. They performed like they were all on “legal
steroids” and surprised everyone by winning their games. Only Arthur (and Harry) knew why. In the following
months, Arthur’s career as a coach and a trainer and a fitness expert, as well as his music partnership, boomed,
where eventually Arthur owns several of his own businesses. His family life also unexpectedly improved, when
he (and his father) were able to reconcile with Arthur’s mother, whose health situation and dysfunctional
relationships had caused Arthur terrible pain his whole life. Shortly after seeing Dr. Savage, Arthur’s pain
surfaced in an emergency health crisis, which Philip helped him resolve and which never returned again.
Following that recovery, Arthur was able to visit his mother, with his father, after which his mother moved back to
live near them. Soon the family was functioning well and eventually Arthur’s father actually married his mother.
Something no-one would have previously ever even thought possible.
SECURITY – SDI “Signature” cases are highly classified. Details of actual cases are available to authorized agents only
from Dr. Savage in person. For general information, see the many documents about the effects of using Subliminal
Distant Influence technologies, which can be read on the SDI Science page of www.PSproof.com. As Dr. Savage
explains, “People actively exposed to my subliminal procedure are driven to do, unconsciously, things they otherwise
would not do, or vice versa, not do things they otherwise would do.” Clearly, such results of SDI processing are
astonishing and unprecedented. One of the most valuable (and unique) features of SDI is that the “processing” is done
from a distant, which means “it leaves no tracks.” No one can ever trace the “cause” from the “effects.” This means that
the only ones who actually know what happened are the clients who requested the SDI intervention – the non-physical,
non-local, mind control “processing”. Everyone else just figures their “prayers were answered,” which in fact is the
layman’s way of understanding SDI, prayers that work: “It’s like, think and it happens.” (See Cases above for actual
examples of SDI: Athlete Arthur and “legal steroids,” Cameraman Harry and the sale of 3 properties, Businessman Bob
and the removal of his intolerable accountant, Dan and the IRS agent, etc.) Remember also (or Google) the high-profile
cases of Slobodan Milosevic, or Lionel Jospin, or Trent Lott to study some public theoretical examples of the
extraordinary value of SDI processing.
•

Serbian and Yugoslavian President Slobodan Milosevic (eventually tried at the Hague for war crimes), all of a
sudden, totally expectedly, shocked the world by “stepping down” from his position of almost-absolute power,
instead of fighting (politically) to retain power as he had done for decades. This unexplainable “downfall” has
never been credibly accounted for by analysts. It can easily be explained by a precise SDI “hit” at the right time
and the right place.

•

Lionel Jospin, the Prime Minister of France and the Socialist Party candidate in the 2002 French presidential
elections, suddenly and totally unexpectedly, lost the first round of voting to the “right wing reactionary” very
unpopular candidate Jean-Marie Le Pen, eliminating Jospin from running against the front-runner Chirac for
president of France. The astonished global media reported this upset as a “Political Earthquake”, and the world
was totally shocked, first at the voting results and then again as Jospin immediately announced the “End of my
political) career” (a promise that was kept, intentionally or not), as he then permanently retired from politics and
immediately stepped down as Prime Minister. Political pundits and seasoned analysts were at a complete loss to
explain what happened and why Jospin who was a shoe-in for second position in the election, instead lost it,
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stepped down and actually retired from politics. A precise SDI “hit” at the right time and the right place can easily
explain such a political anomaly.
•

Senator Trent Lott was a powerful and outspoken leader of the U.S. Republican party and Senate Minority
Leader in 2002, who attended a special 100th-year birthday celebration for Strom Thurmond, the most notorious
“Segregationist” (a.k.a. American racist) in U.S. history. Unfortunately (for his career), when Mr. Lott stood up to
give a resounding toast to his good friend, the great leader of segregation, he declared that had the rest of the
country voted for (racist) Thurmond for president in 1948, “we wouldn’t have had all these problems over the
years.” A shocked and efficient news media reporter who was present at the event, then wired Lott’s
OUTRAGEOUS words within minutes for the whole world to see. Over the next days, Sen. Lott was apologizing
publicly, denying that he meant what he said. Over the next weeks, the public outcry and criticism demanded he
resign and 2 weeks after the birthday “party”, Lott stepped down from his Minority Speaker position. While no
one was particularly surprised about Senator Lott’s racist personal or political views (since his track record was
very public and very clear), what is interesting here is a perfect example of what it means when we say that SDI
processing can make anyone tell the truth. In this high-profile case, the truth was always there within Trent Lott
(which his colleagues and public knew). His undoing came from him SPEAKING that truth OUT LOUD at the
wrong place at the wrong time. This particular “truth-telling compulsion” of SDI makes the SDI Subliminal Distant
Influence technology clearly THE MOST valuable tool for Government interrogators, Intelligence agents,
Politicians and Businesses worldwide.

TESTING AND EXPERIMENTS: Philip Savage has been tested for more than 30 years in some of the most advanced
laboratories and universities in Europe and the U.S. In every test, his results broke all current records and led to
breakthroughs in scientific understanding and technological innovation. Dr. Savage is the originator of the advanced
science and technology of Subliminal Distant Influentiality, which is by far the most powerful and valuable technology
available on (and for) Earth today. Below are some examples of testing results of experiments conducted in the U.S.
Above are examples of the many private cases requested in Europe and the U.S.

1. SHIELDED ROOM (FARADAY CAGE) EXPERIMENT: PROVING PHIILIP SAVAGE’S SDI TECHNOLOGY IS
“BEYOND ELECTROMAGNETISM”.
Scientific testing of Dr Savage's Influence Technology at U.S. research institutes, including AMI, EEG, Brainmapping and Faraday Cage experiments, produced dramatic results that proved what Dr. Savage does goes
beyond electromagnetism, which is the structure of the physical world. Subliminal Influence Technology is nonmedical, non-pharmaceutical, non-therapeutic and “definitely non-electromagnetic.”
A report from Dr. Gaetan Chevalier, physicist from University of Montreal and researcher from UCLA, states: “In

order to try to understand Philip Savage's technology with higher levels of scientific methodology, we have
subjected him to complete electromagnetic field deprivation (by putting him in a Faraday Cage, a ‘shieldedroom.’ We have observed that Philip Savage's work is not impaired nor affected by such deprivation, a fact
which defines his work as definitely non-electromagnetic. One woman who received Philip’s processing from a
distance when he was inside the faraday cage showed clearly observable signs of dramatic physical excitation
and pleasure. Changes on her AMI test results were also recorded [and videotaped]. This demonstration proves
Philip's processing is definitely NOT blocked by the shielded room, which does block energy work.”
See the very dramatic video footage on PSproof.com Videos page which graphically records what appears to all
observers to be an extremely pleasurable full-body 40-minute physical orgasm, clearly an “effect” of SDI
processing not blocked by the Shielded Room.
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2. BRAIN-MAPPING TEST: INDICATES PHILIP SAVAGE USES 100% OF HIS BRAIN, UNLIKE ANY OTHER
HUMAN BEING TESTED. Dr. Philip Savage’s brain-mapping test reveals a completely unique phenomenon
known by scientists to occur only in the brains of large sea mammals, such as killer whales. In testing at
University of California Neurobiology program, data from Resting to Processing mode showed an “increase in
Alpha Band of 40 TIMES,” which scientists stated was “Unprecedented.” (See Graphic Report on PSproof.com
Science page.)

3. UNUSUAL EEG REPORT: INDICATES UNEXPLAINABLE HIGHER STATE OF [ALTERED]
CONSCIOUSNESS DURING PHILIP SAVAGE “PROCESSING”. Lab Director, Dr. Gaetan Chevalier also tested
Philip Savage on a standard E.E.G. test: ”On another occasion, we decided to subject Philip Savage to an

E.E.G. testing before and during the implementation of his specific psychogenic technology [healing session]. As
shown in the attached chart (Appendix C), an extremely unusual pattern in Philip Savage’s brain waves has
been then discovered. Although such figures still remain essentially unexplained, they clearly demonstrate an
unknown higher state of consciousness that takes place during Philip Savage’s processing.” Dr. Chevalier
concludes after more than two years of thorough study of his Subliminal technology that, “Philip Savage’s
scientific field is one of the most extraordinary that I have ever had the opportunity to work on throughout my
entire scientific career.”
Subsequently another scientist, Neuropsychologist Dr. D. Jacobsen also studied Philip Savage’s technology and
commented on the E.E.G. test done by Dr. Chevalier: “The E.E.G. [during a Savage bio-mediation – healing]
revealed the presence of atypical slow-wave (delta) activity of the type most frequently associated with deep
sleep. In addition, the level of energy measured in the main acupuncture meridian increased by 38% over one
hour. The magnitude of this increase was unprecedented in previous research conducted upon other “healers.”
See the E.E.G. test results and Dr. Jacobsen’s report Below (and on PSproof.com About page).
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4. VIRUS –- CLINICAL TRIALS, AND GLOBAL TESTING of SDI: PROVING THAT DR. PHILIP SAVAGE’S SDI
TECHNOLOGY IS THE WORLD’S ONLY KNOWN SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF VIRUS. Dr. Philip Savage
has been “taking care of virus” since he was a child. Formalizing his Subliminal Influence science and
technology in some of the best laboratories and institutes in Europe, he was renowned (and used) by private
clients and government agencies to solve some of the most complex viral cases known at the time, including
Pneumonia, Bronchitis, Influenza, HIV/AIDS, Herpes, Cystitis, Epstein-Barr, Hepatitis, and Shingles (Herpes
Zoster). The ability to eliminate the devastating effects of virus can provide Governments with a shield, a
solution, for some of the world’s worst epidemics, pandemics, and immunological breakdowns.
To prove this extraordinary capability of his SDI technology, Dr. Savage has trained students to conduct several
FREE experiments on people suffering from the Herpes Zoster (Shingles) VIRUS. When Dr. Savage’s Protocol
is strictly followed, which includes calling within 24 hours of outbreak with a medical doctor’s diagnosis, the
results are astounding: The intense pain and itching associated with the disease is immediately reduced and the
symptoms recede and disappear in record time (often within one day). (See results of these experiments on
PSproof.com and FireBurnDoctor.com).
•

Dr. Ronald Santasiero, MD, Sedona Holistic Medical Centre, Hamburg, New York documents two cases of
shingles patients who healed over night after Philip Savage’s distant treatments. He reports that the
amazing results shocked the patients who were extremely “surprised at rapid improvement in symptoms.”
After that a co-worker of Dr. Santasiero volunteered for the testing. Pam Pernick, clinical counsellor at a
health care center in New York, documented her pain free results from one distant healing treatment by
Philip Savage. A 48-year old mother and grandmother, Mrs. Pernick reported that she suffered from
shingles six times in her past and was an expert on the horrible pain and itching that accompanies this
disease often for 4 – 6 weeks. After Dr Savage’s treatment (from San Diego to New York), to the amazement
of herself and her coworkers, she woke up with no itching, no pain and to witness “the scab was shrinking
almost before my eyes.” Mrs. Pernick testified, “I am grateful to Dr Santasiero for inviting / including me in

this study. I am also grateful to have had the privilege of working with Dr Dillon and Dr Savage and that they
shared their gift of healing with me. I am a married 48-year-old mother of 3, grandmother of one. I am a
chemical dependency counselor at a Health Care Center. I am a CASAC and recently was certified in
auricular acupuncture for addictions as an acupuncture detoxifications specialist.”
•

Mary and Daughter: Administrative assistant and mother of two children, Mary documented the “miraculous”
healing from virulent shingles of herself and her 4-year-old daughter with a “before and after” video. She
reported that her daughter was immediately healed from an excruciating outbreak of blistering shingles by
Philip Savage after a 20-minute local subliminal treatment. Mrs. Wohlberg explained, “Although I was

skeptical, desperate with Jessica, I was at Philip Savage’s doorstep begging for help. Jessica sat on my lap,
while Philip put his hand over her rash…. I was sitting there wondering what I was doing there, still skeptical,
watching everything intensely. Jessica looked very calm and in peace. The crying had stopped. Time went
by – maybe 10 or 20 minutes. Then he was finished. I looked at Jessica and asked her how she felt? She
said she felt good. I said, “Do you still itch?” Jessica said, “No Mama.” I said, “Are you in pain?” Jessica
said, “No mama, can I go outside and play?” “It’s a miracle.” About two years after her daughter’s Shingles
case, Mrs. Wohlberg herself broke out in a Shingles rash, with horrible pain and itching which was
completely relieved after a 5-minute distant processing by Philip Savage. This treatment demonstration was
observed and videotaped by medical doctors and researchers at Scripps Clinic, La Jolla, California, with
follow-up video documentation by Mary. (See Videos page on PSproof.com)

BEFORE SDI PROCESSING
•

5 Minutes AFTER SDI processing

SHINGLES FREE PUBLIC GLOBAL EXPERIMENT: Using the same FireBurnDoctor SDI-DSNB technology
on virus (herpes zoster), Dr. Savage and his students achieve similar “remarkable results” in every case: “It

was amazing. After 5 minutes the pain was completely gone from my heard, the itching and pain around the
rash was very much less and the area of the rash itself was reduced.” Call +1 818 332 6445 within 24 hours
of outbreak with a medical doctor’s diagnosis. (See Results on FireBurnDoctor.com website).
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5. BURNS: PROVING “INSTANT BURN RECOVERY’ IS POSSIBLE ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD USING SDI
(DSNB – Distant Subliminal Neuro-Bypass)… and for FREE. Dr. Philip Savage is the only one who has ever
proven in Double-Blind Clinical Trials, private cases and then in Global Public Experiment that Burns, of ANY
degree - can be treated from a distance anywhere in the world with 100% success. When the Protocol is
followed, the burn victim’s pain is gone within minutes and signs of the burn disappear in hours. Also
unprecedented is the fact that Dr. Savage can train anyone to treat burns with DSNB just as he does and that his
treatment is, and ALWAYS will be, FREE. Clearly at odds with the extremely expensive “normal course of
events” in burn centers, Burn Doctors throughout the world have resisted using DSNB, apparently preferring to
increase their own bank accounts (and their outdated belief systems) rather than their success with their
patients.
Dr. Savage’s Burn Eradication Project is designed to “eliminate the scourge of Burn worldwide” by training
teams of “students” (for FREE) who can then train others, creating a Global Wave of Healing thereby proving
that Burns anywhere can be successfully treated within minutes of injury, saving millions of people from death,
from unnecessary suffering, from permanent disability and from devastating traumatic disfigurement. (See DoubleBlind Clinical Trial Burn Study Report below). There are now thousands of documented cases worldwide:
•

Jack: Lawnmower Exhaust Burned Hand. Worse pain this war veteran ever felt when he fell on the hot
lawnmower exhaust and had to push himself off with his bare hand. Jack wanted to cut off his hand until Dr.
Savage took care of him and instead he slept like a baby that night and continued to work the next day.

•

Garett: Battery acid in the face. Upon checking to see if the battery was fully charged, this man suffered
horrible pain when the battery acid spurted onto his face and eyes. After leaving the garage, he mentally
screamed for Philip, and within minutes his pain was gone and upon checking his glasses, the rim was
burned and the floor of the garage had acid all over it.

•

DOUBLE-BLIND CLINICAL TRIALS of Philip Savage’s Subliminal Distant Influence (SDI) technology at Los
Angeles Burn Center, documenting 100% Success Rate: The UNPRECEDENTED BURN STUDY. During
the period of time from 12/10/98 to 3/23/99, Dr. Jane Dillon, PhD in conjunction with Burn Center doctors
conducted a Pilot Study of SDI on children patients who were admitted to the Grossman Burn Center,
monitoring the clinical progress of five children who received SDI processing, and five children who did not
receive SDI processing. (All ten of the children in the Burn Study received the usual course of treatment from
the burn center.) The ten cases are summarized in the Burn Study Report, followed by a brief discussion of
outcomes. The Results of this SDI Burn Study are astonishing and unprecedented, indicating 100% success
rate in the Treatment Group (unheard-of in medical research). Summarized report by Jane Dillon, PhD,
University of California, San Diego, March 30, 1999: “100% Success in Healing (Reepithelization) of Severe
Third-Degree Burns.” (See full Double-Blind Burn Report on PSproof.com About page). Excerpts from Burn
Study Report below:

“OUTCOMES: 1) In all five cases of the Treatment Group, there was significant reepithelization (healing with
no grafting) of skin in areas diagnosed with deep and severe third-degree burn, as compared to no
reepithelization of skin in the children of the Control Group. 2) In all five cases in the Treatment Group, the
children not only survived their critical condition, but went home strong, with healing skin, as compared to the
Control Group in which the two children in critical condition died within one week of admission to the burn
center, and the other three children who were not in critical condition eventually went home with grafting of
third-degree burn areas. 3) In all five cases in the Treatment Group, there was a subjectively noticeable and
unusual lack of infection, lack of pain and discomfort, as well as vitalization and maintenance of calm
throughout each Treatment Group subject’s stay at the burn clinic.”
According to medical authorities, third-degree burns, by definition, do not heal by themselves. If a burned
area is diagnosed as severe, but with a possibility of reepithelization (healing) of skin, it is called a seconddegree burn. All the children in the Treatment Group showed significant reepithelization of skin in areas
diagnosed as third-degree burn by one to three medical doctors, which documented a significant
discrepancy in the usual course of healing of third-degree burns. “The records show that over a period of

time (ranging from 1 - 5 weeks), most of the third-degree burned areas healed and the children in the
Treatment Group went home with little or no need for grafting.”
All five children in the Treatment Group also received exactly the same cares as those in the Control
Group (as well as other burn cases previously treated at the burn center). The only difference was the addition
of Philip Savage's subliminal “processing” of children in the Treatment Group, which is the only explanation
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for the significant discrepancies in the normal course of events for these five children. “In the Control Group

of children who did NOT receive Savage's SDI (because hospital staff did NOT notify the research team for
SDI processing), two of the children died within a week, and the three other children who were not in critical
condition required grafting of third-degree wounds.”
Since there is no other medical explanation for the 100% successful results, these clinical trials indicate
the efficiency, precision and efficacy of Philip Savage's Subliminal Distant Influence technology. These tests
also confirm that there are absolutely no risks in using SDI. Furthermore, the results attained in the treatment
group cannot be attributed to placebo or hypnosis. The five cases in the Treatment Group are children under
three years old or older children who were unaware of any SDI processing. “The possibility of placebo or

psycho-social expectancy (i.e. the effect of belief), although not known to ever affect healing of third-degree
burns, is thus eliminated. Nor did these children ever exhibit any behavior associated with hypnosis or any
other altered state. If anything, the behavior of these children has been described as more alert, more vital,
and more willful than other children treated at the burn center.”
The SDI Subliminal technology used in the Treatment Group requires further implementation, utilizing
more cases, particularly with fire burns where outcomes will be even more dramatic. When Philip Savage's
SDI technology is implemented on fire-related burns within the first minutes of exposure to fire, the risk of
failure is reduced to less than ZERO % and results are immediate. Strict respect of this experimental
Protocol also enables more subjects to be treated each day without affecting the potency of SDI, which
means that many thousands of emergency burn victims can be treated per day, with 100% successful
results. This fact makes Philip Savage’s SDI technology one of the most needed and valuable Remote
Intervention technologies in the world today… for fires, terrorists attacks, and war zones. (See results of
FireBurnDoctor.com Global Experiment below and on the websites PSproof.com and FireBurnDoctor.com.)
6. FREE GLOBAL EXPERIMENT – FireBurnDoctor.com: PROVING WITHOUT A DOUBT “INSTANT BURN
RECOVERY” OF BURN INJURY IS POSSIBLE ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.

Results: More than 1800 burn cases from 58 countries and 50 U.S. states, ALL with the same astonishing
results: Pain gone in minutes, burn erased in hours. No pain, no grafting, no scarring, no risk… and no cost. Nonmedical, non-pharmaceutical, non-therapeutic. FREE “Instant Burn Recovery” -- Just call or text: +1 818 332
6445 within first 30 minutes of burn.

Dr. Philip Savage, the FireBurnDoctor, has been taking care of burns his whole life. Recently he has trained
some of his students to conduct the FireBurnDoctor experiment as part of his “Global Burn Eradication Project.”
Using his specialized Subliminal technology called “Distant Subliminal Neuro-Bypass (DSNB), he and his
students are able to help eradicate the scourge of devastating effects of burns worldwide, especially deadly for
women and children. (See FireBurnDoctor.com for Burn Case Reports and PSproof.com for the scientific
explanation of DSNB technology).
The FireBurnDoctor “Million Mothers by Monday” global campaign to spread the word has helped save lives,
eliminate damage, and restore full functioning in otherwise devastating burn injuries. You can help.

FREE Instant Burn Recovery! +1 818 332 6445
Pain gone in minutes, burn erased in hours.
SAVE the number in your cell phone and CALL or TEXT within 30 minutes of burn.
www.FireBurnDoctor.com

